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1. Introduction –

Wind stress is exerted by the wind on the lake surface may be important for            a) 

lake flow analysis and the Inner Murchison Bay is strongly influenced by urban 

pollution from Uganda Capital Kampala and bay is highly eutrophic cause of back 

and forth nutrient movement. 

The rapid population growth, growing commercial activities and industrialization in Kampala, Uganda 

coupled with inadequate provision of waste management services which have led to increase volume of 

urban waste entering the North-Western part of Lake Victoria. The Murchison Bay (MB) is in the Northern 

part of Lake Victoria in Uganda which has for decades received a daily wastewater load of 0.2 % of its 

volume from Kampala City of Uganda, through the Nakivubo channel [1].  Kampala City people habitants 

1.7 million. The uncontrolled solid waste seen along roadsides and storm water drains enter the Nakivubo 

Channel. The Nakivubo channel is ended in a papyrus swamp in Uganda that retained a large portion of 

water pollution before it reached in the inner Murchison Bay [2]. In addition, the channel is widened in 

2001-2003 to improve the  

discharged from slums and un-sewered areas, Luzira Prison and small & large scale 

industries [3]. There are urgent need to resolve the problem.    

Nowadays, the inner Murchison Bay (MB) water quality are destroying by 

several complex mixture processes, Ex.: pollution and nutrients loading, river 

inflows, un-sewered water, wetland management and flora and fauna 

populations. Present study is focusing on inner Murchison Bay (MB) water 

pollution behaviour by using wind speed hydrodynamic model. The model 

processes are determining the fate and transport of pollutant that are vertically 

mixing (wind force) and horizontal flow (advection-dispersion) analysis. 

Vertically transport of wind flow that is forcing on the lake water surface are 

analysed by the vertically integrated Shallow Water Equation model. 

Horizontally transport of pollution of water and its flow and speed are analyzing by 

advectiondispersion and diffusion model. Result shows that the horizontal 

mixing is continuing with lake nutrients and the vertically wind flow from MB into 

lake is also determine the mixing of lake water which is not much affecting the 

lake nutrients.  

2. Experimental –

Wind speed model: 

city drainage which has increased the potential loading of nutrients to the bay. 

The partially treated effluent from treatment plants are mixed with the water 

in channel and it contribute a high significant pollution load, and is the most 

polluted system by organic matter in solid waste and wastewater  

Image 1. Lake Victoria study area, 

a) Murchison Bay, little box area and

b) Murchison Bay area

b) 
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A flow velocity is very important for water movement that is exerted from wind stress on lake surface. The wind 

speed increases with height in the atmospheric boundary layer, created by friction against the surface. The drag 

coefficient 
c

d is indicative of the mean wind speed vertical gradient and increases with water surface roughness, 

which in turn, increases with stronger wind. A common model for wind stress is expressed by air

c W
d 

10 v v . The model is only valid for small wind induced waves, i.e. 
W

10 12m s . 

The source of wind speed 
F F

x

, 
y  added with vertically integrated shallow-water equation model that is 

expressed by 

Fx : air h water cd  vE2 v vN2 E

Fy : air h water cd  vE2 v vN2 N

Table 1: Description of wind stress model parameters 

Parameters Unit Value Description 

Surface shear stress 

1.225 Air density 

1000 Water density 

Velocity difference 

Drag coefficient 

Wind velocity at 10 m height above the surface, 

S & N  south and north 

3. Results and Discussion –

South-West (SW) wind speed model for Lake Victoria: 
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a) b) 

Image 2. One day wind speed simulation with assessed data, (a) SW wind force, (b) Zeta, mean water level 

Note that, the wind driven flow model is illustrated by assessed wind data – for the wind velocities assumed here 

– can be much larger than those created by the localized in- and outflows. For long time steady wind forcing, the

water level gradient approaches the 
W

10 -wind direction, and the water level difference across the lake is 

proportional to 
W

10
2 as seen by the expressions in Table 1. Left, Image 2a, clearly shows the effect of SW wind, 

W
10  4m s , the wind is “turned on” and kept constant thereafter. Right, Image 2b, shows how this creates a 

seiche: a damped sloshing of the whole lake with a period of about 6 hours. This is consistent with the estimate 

of 3.5 hours for the time it takes for a gravity wave to cross the lake. The artificial viscosity and the bottom 

friction are the dissipative processes responsible for the damped surface motion produced by friction of wind 

blowing over lake water surface. Thus, a steady wind makes the celerity gradient balance the associated wind 

stress with little effect on flow velocities driven by transient in- and outflows. It follows that temporally and 

spatially resolved wind field data is required to obtain proper influence of wind on flow patterns.  

Murchison Bay Model:  

Murchison bay topography model: 

Image 3. Murchison Bay topography, Max. Depth 30 m 

The 
F F Q

x 

, 
y ,  are the source of wind forces and advective flow from inflow, precipitation and evaporation in 
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Murchison Bay. A wind stress which is exerted by the wind on the lake surface, which is important for lake flow 

velocities and the wind effect that can cause water level variation for short and long-term basis and pollution 

move slowly from the shallower bay.   

Model analysis is analysed by the wind speed and pollutions (default values). Initially we have imposed some 

pollution concentration in Murchison Bay, and 20 days hourly Entebbe wind speed data has included into the 

model. The simulation results are showing the wind velocity field, direction, pollution concentration and 

streamline direction of the flow velocity.     

Image 4. Murchison Bay flow analysis, source of concentration and wind flow velocity with streamline 

Model result shows the Entebbe wind-flow (Green arrow) is blowing all over the Murchison Bay (with 

streamline) but concentration move very slowly, which is negligible. Now, we are considering uniform wind 

stress on Murchison Bay horizontal and vertical cross-section model simulations.  

Murchison Bay cross-sectional model: 

Wind is the major external input responsible for upwelling and down-welling mixing in our horizontal and 

vertical – cross section model simulations.   

Horizontal model:   

a) b) 
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c) d) 

Image 5. Horizontal Cross-section: a) Down-welling, b) Wind force mixing, c) Up-welling, and d) Little-bit 

accelerated surface.  

Wind affects the Murchison Bay water surface by the shear drag. This drag in the downwind direction added 

kinetic energy and causing surface current whereby surface downwind is titled upward captured to the upwind. 

This up-welling and down-welling motion is no longer mixing in the water column.   

Vertical Model:   

The concentration is low in vertical model. 
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Image 6. Vertical cross-section concentration 

4. Conclusions –

The wind friction model shows water level is not changes much, and top leyer is accelerated much smaller by 

the wind. One might be conclude that the wind speed model with density stratification is most effective model 

to provide better scenarios.  
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